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By Charles M. Tatum

University of Arizona Press, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. 2nd Revised edition.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Since 2001, Charles M. Tatum s Chicano Popular Culture has
offered a window into popular culture among Americans of Mexican descent. Chicano Popular
Culture, Second Edition provides a fascinating, timely, and accessible introduction to Chicano
cultural expression and representation.New sections discuss music, with an emphasis on hip-hop
and rap; cinema and filmmakers; media, including the contributions of Jorge Ramos and Maria
Hinojosa; and celebrations and other popular traditions, including quinceaneras, cincuentaneras,
and Cesar Chavez Day.In addition, Tatum has updated and expanded each chapter, with significant
revisions in the following areas: Suggested Readings for each chapterChicanas in the Chicano
Movement and Chicanos since the Chicano MovementPopular literature, including new material on
Denise Chavez, Luis J. Rodriguez, Alfredo Vea, Luis Alberto Urrea, Richard Rodriguez, and Juan
Felipe HerreraTheoretical approaches to popular culture, including the perspectives of Norma
Cantu, Alicia Gaspar de Alba, Pancho McFarland, Michelle Habell-Pallan, and Victor SorellFeaturing
clear examples, an engaging writing style, and helpful discussion questions, Chicano Popular
Culture, Second Edition invites readers to discover and enjoy Mexican American popular culture.
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The ideal ebook i actually read through. It really is writter in simple words and phrases and not confusing. Its been written in an remarkably simple way
and it is just after i finished reading this ebook where in fact modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Alice Cr em in-- Alice Cr em in

An extremely awesome pdf with lucid and perfect reasons. I was able to comprehended everything using this published e pdf. You can expect to like how
the blogger compose this pdf.
-- Miss Peg g ie Sa nfor d I-- Miss Peg g ie Sa nfor d I
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